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Abstract 

This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in ICT Systems at the International 

Hellenic University. The paper attempts to address the problem of implementing a busi-

ness intelligence solution against project management data. The issue has been deemed 

an interesting subject as emerging technologies like Business Intelligence and data ana-

lytics are gradually gaining more attention across all sectors. At the same time, project 

management remains a core aspect for organizations that keeps evolving, incorporating 

latest technologies trends. In order to examine how these two concepts can be combined, 

we have detailed project management, methodologies, tools, and practices, as well as 

business intelligence and data analytics on the first chapters of the paper. Following that 

part, we have conducted a handled experiment using the Power BI platform to demon-

strate how a business intelligence solution can be used against project management data. 
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1 Introduction 

Over the past few decades project management tools, techniques and processes have 

been widely explored, discussed, and used by organizations and scientists. Project man-

agement activities have been established as a solid method that can lead to successful 

delivery of projects at their wider definition, as in something that can bring value to peo-

ple. It has also been noted that project management can be more efficient in delivering a 

project compared to standard management methods such as hierarchical decision making 

and division structures in organizations [1].  

More and more different project management methodologies have been developed 

over the years, yet all having the same goal. Some of them are considered traditional, 

others are considered controversial, but all of them are aiming to the successful delivery 

of a project [2]. Although effective project management does not necessarily mean a pro-

ject will not fail and the opposite can also be true - projects can be a success, but the 

project management can be considered a failure - in most cases nowadays a set of project 

management practices and tools is employed whenever a project is undertaken [1].  

Projects and Project Management are not concepts that have been invented by the 

recent human. Project management is really practiced from the Biblical era and the Great 

Pyramids. Surely not in a structured, organized way like it does today, but every major 

project that has been completed in the history of mankind basically required some funda-

mental project management. On the pyramids example, the ancient Egyptians have most 

certainly defined the reasons why the Pyramids are needed, came up with a plan to build 

them, identified the cost and the resources needed to put the Pyramids together, and mon-

itored the progress of the construction while it was being executed [3]. 

However, systemic, and structured project management is being applied initially 

sometime around the 50’s and since then, it has created new departments, roles, and re-

sponsibilities within organizations (Project Management Offices, Project managers, 

Scrum Masters etc.), is being taught in schools and universities, and institutes are provid-

ing courses and certifications confirming solid knowledge of PM tools and practices. It 
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remains a field that is yet to be evolved and still gains significant attention from profes-

sionals and the researcher’s community [4].  

At the same time, technologies are evolving faster than ever. Software that is support-

ing project management is invented and simultaneously software development involves 

and incorporates project management methodologies. Tools and practices are united un-

der specific applications that are created in respect of the used methods to make project 

management an easier activity. The future of project management seems even brighter, 

as it is expected to incorporate the latest technology trends: Artificial intelligence, Internet 

Of Things, Business Intelligence and data analytics are already playing a significant role 

in the project management spectrum, and are expected to gain more and more attention 

[5].  

This thesis attempts to examine all the above-mentioned subjects related to project 

management and conclude with an experiment that will use project management data 

within an application that provides Business Intelligence solutions. Having detailed the 

project management universe, the theory behind some core methodologies and the details 

on the software development aspect especially, some popular Project management appli-

cations are examined and a few cutting-edge technologies that can be employed in Project 

Management implementations are discussed. The experiment attempts to combine both 

subjects and provide a solution that will be using such technologies to demonstrate in-

sights and enable data driven decision making. 

For many reasons, we have considered the experiment an important subject to address. 

Significance of project management over the past years has already addressed while Busi-

ness Intelligence is a relatively new term in the computer science area that is gaining 

attention from the research. At the same time, decision making based on data rather than 

solely experience and hunch is most certainly an area that organizations are actively ex-

ploring, and project management involves a great amount of decision making from plan-

ning to closure. The applications in place to develop BI solutions, such as Power BI used 

for this experiment, require some fundamental knowledge but remain overall easy to han-

dle and configure.  

Therefore, our approach aims to provide a simple, easy to understand and implement 

solution that would enable decision making based on project management data yet would 

not require users that would access it or even create and maintain it to have exceptional 

skills when it comes to data configuration and reports statistics. In a sense, the problem 
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was not only to address the issue of Business Intelligence in Project Management, but 

also to make sure that the solution provided can be widely used from professionals and 

stakeholders with different backgrounds and level of experience. 

In more detail, the first chapter of the thesis includes the literature review on all the 

items listed above. Under this chapter, we are initially discussing the project management 

fundamentals to set up a common understanding on the concepts that will be detailed on 

the following chapters. This includes some basic definitions, the roles and responsibilities 

of the project managers as well as the reasons why projects are sometimes resulting in 

failures.  

Moving on, most popular project management methodologies are broken down, 

mainly considering how these are applicable on software development implementations. 

The first framework detailed is Waterfall, as it is really the most traditional approach 

towards project management. Waterfall phases are detailed, and advantages and disad-

vantages of waterfall are also mentioned. On the following pages, agile methodologies 

are defined starting from the Agile Manifesto values and principles. Similarly to the wa-

terfall chapter, pros and cons are also included. In further detail, SCRUM methodology 

is detailed as it is one of the most widely used agile practices. The lifecycle of a scrum 

implementation is explained and benefits and drawbacks of employing SCRUM when 

managing a project are also mentioned. Under the last two sections of the Project man-

agement methodologies part of this paper, some additional popular agile methodologies 

are briefly discussed (XP, Lean, Kanban etc.) and the matter of which methodology to 

use under each occasion is addressed. 

On the following paragraphs some widely used project management software appli-

cations are discussed. Specific paragraphs are devoted to each of the following applica-

tions: OpenProject, Redmine & EasyRedmine, JIRA, Asana, including basic technical 

details of each tool, features, and capabilities as well as billing options for some of those. 

Further to that, a short chapter is addressing the choosing criteria.  

Last subject under the literature review section is about Data analytics and business 

intelligence. Both of these subjects are addressed separately, including definitions, brief 

breakdown of technology stack and implementation areas. Lastly, the analytics concepts 

are discussed against project management overall. 

The third chapter of this paper includes the problem definition and the methodology that will be followed 

in detail. The Power BI application that will be used in order to deliver the solution is initially discussed, 
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including some core exploration of the application capabilities and modes of usage. Further to that, the 

ways we have attempted to locate the data are detailed and the reasons why we ended up using synthetic 

data are explained. The data generation process is also explained under the breakdown of the Mockaroo 

application that was used in order to generate the data. Lastly, the restrictions and assumptions of the ex-

periment performed are listed. 

Under the fourth chapter of the paper, the whole experiment performed unfolds. The 

process of uploading the data into the application as well as the modelling performed are 

mentioned. As the report created is broken down in pages, each page is thoroughly de-

tailed including explanations of every visual used as well as the steps undertaken in order 

to create them. Lastly, based on the visualizations created the last part of the fourth chap-

ter attempts to identify questions that can be answered through the provided solution.  

Last part of the Thesis is the conclusion chapter, that includes a quick summary of all 

the items that have been discussed, as well as the experiment evaluation and proposals 

for future work.
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2 Literature Review 

The literature review includes material from journal, internet, magazine articles and 

books prior to introducing the experiment, and it is divided in four main areas: 

- Project management fundamentals 

- Project management methodologies  

- Project management tools  

- Data analytics and Business Intelligence 

2.1 Project Management fundamentals 

 Project Management Institute (PMI) definition on project, states that a project is “a 

temporary endeavour undertaken to produce a unique product, service or result” [6]. Pro-

jects are set to be done once – they are not repetitive processes or part of the business-as-

usual procedures of an organization. A project should have the scope - or most of the 

work that needs to be undertaken - defined as clear as possible, and the time from kick 

off to completion scheduled. More to that, projects should have specific budget and per-

formance requirements [7]. 

 However, these constraints (scope, time, cost, performance), seem quite fundamental 

for every piece of work that needs to be managed. Why do we treat project management 

as a separate discipline compared to general management, which is in fact the procedures 

and methods of getting work completed through people [8]?  

 Although there are obvious similarities, projects are more planning and scheduling 

oriented. Business as usual processes are often not so “needy” when it comes to respecting 

certain timelines and sequence of tasks that need to be completed before initiating the 

task that comes right after the previous one. In other words, it is not very common for the 

usual tasks to be blocked in case another separate piece of work has not been already 

finalized. Further to that, a project team might be formed from people that do not neces-

sarily report to the project manager for anything that doesn’t have to do with the project, 
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however they would report to the general manager for every aspect of their work routine 

[7].  

2.1.1 Project life-cycle 

 Project Management is defined by PMI as “the application of knowledge, skills, tools, 

and techniques to project activities to meet the project requirements. Project management 

is accomplished through the application and integration of the 47 logically grouped pro-

ject management processes comprising the 5 Process Groups: initiating, planning, exe-

cuting, monitoring and controlling, and closing” [6]. 

 Project phases as defined above are more or less self-explanatory and often charac-

terized as project life cycle. However, as part of this paper they will be referenced a lot 

and therefore it is worth trying to quickly demarcate them.  

Project initiation is about defining the problem that the project is about to solve, iden-

tifying the proposed solution and then formally approve it and launch [9]. There is no 

project before the launch phase, therefore initiation is crucial: it sets the scope, and clearly 

defines the requirements as well as the roles and the responsibilities of each member in 

the project team against these. Although it is sometimes omitted by the organizations, a 

project charter document should be created in order to have all of the above in writing 

[7]. 

 Project planning has to do with the identification of all the tasks than need to be com-

pleted from the start to the end of the project, setting timelines and resource allocation, 

specifying budgeting and the communication channels. At the end of this phase, the pro-

ject must be detailed enough to move on to the next phase (project execution) without 

further delay and barriers-free [10]. Occasionally, this is a neglected part of the project 

life cycle, as project stakeholders tend to think that the team will get comfortable with the 

tasks as they go and consider planning a waste of time that would be better placed against 

the actual execution. Surely, this is rarely the case and pure project planning often leads 

to project failures since monitor and control becomes much harder without a solid project 

plan [7]. 

 Project execution refers to the actual work that needs to get done to have the project 

product in place, as well as the execution of the plan previously put together. For some 

occasions, there might not be an actual product that needs to be delivered – it might not 

be tangible – however there will always be a result that it is somehow measurable and 
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observable: There will be some changes from the start of the project as it moves towards 

the end, that have come as a result of the project’s task execution. This is the project phase 

that gains most of the resources and stakeholders’ attention, and often includes bits and 

pieces of all other phases that have not been properly executed [7].  

 Monitoring and control often run in parallel with the project execution and for some 

researchers it is not considered a different project phase within the project life cycle, but 

part of the project execution. In any case, actions defined in the monitor and control pro-

cess group are essential to identify whether the project proceeds as planned – where it 

should be at any given time and where it is. Project management software tools that will 

be further detailed in the following chapters of this paper, play a major role in updating 

effectively and identifying completion task status that allow efficient management and 

control of the projects. However, as previously mentioned, this process might be hard to 

execute without decent planning [7]. 

 Project closure might be again, a phase of the project that does not gain the proper 

attention. Whether the project is led to success or failure, project outcomes must be for-

mally documented for many reasons. Proper project closure formalizes the project out-

comes, the lessons learned, identifies what has been done correctly and what needs to be 

done better in the future and confirms whether what is being delivered is what has been 

asked for. Finally, it allows project participants to have a clearer perspective of what it is 

that might happen to them after the project closure (will they be assigned to another pro-

ject, a next phase of the same one, is there a new project within the company etc.) [11]. 

Figure 1 below sums up all the project phases as discussed above [7]:  

 

Figure 1: The steps in managing a project 
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2.1.2 Project managers 

 In an attempt to identify the roles and responsibilities of the project managers within 

the project life cycle it is essential to highlight that it is not to complete all of the above 

by themselves. The “project manager that gets work done” is a common trap that might 

work for small teams (up to four persons), but not for those that exceed in team members 

and have predefined a lot of tasks towards project completion. The project managers are 

really enablers – they should spot barriers and tackle these before they become blockers 

for the team, help the team members complete the work they are assigned without inter-

ference, and handle the administrative parts of the projects so people that are undertaking 

the project execution work do not have to. In the truest sense, they must be leaders and 

should be able through their actions and advice, communicate with the project team mem-

bers that, what they think should be done is something that they want to do. This is one 

of the most effective ways to ensure that the project members will go beyond the bare 

minimum and will participate actively, and not because they have to, in the project exe-

cution [7]. 

 Another common mistake that occurs as a result of the “projects managers should do 

it all” conception, is that in an attempt to handle everything by themselves on time, in 

budget and in scope, they avoid involving other project stakeholders in the various project 

phases [7]. The reasons why this is not a solid practice can be observed in almost every 

phase of a project: The project manager might be able to undertake the initiation tasks 

perfectly (put together the business case, secure funding, write the plan etc.) however if 

the stakeholders – from client to upper management – are not part of the discussion this 

might mean that the project is off to a good start. Stakeholders’ expectations could be 

different when it comes to project targets and had these not been communicated from the 

start and set realistic bourdons, they might come up as failures at closure. Unknown risks 

can be found later on and during the project execution that did not come under the project 

manager’s radar, just because discussions were not thorough at the initiation phase with 

stakeholders that know better the nature of the business [9].  

 Similarly, project managers – and especially inexperienced ones - tend to plan the 

project tasks for their teams, not with the teams. Provided that they stick to the guidelines 

and project plan template, the plan might look flawless, yet once the project kicks off 

everything falls apart. This kind of plan most of the times does not provide accurate du-

ration and estimates, and it really makes sense: Managers cannot think of every constraint 
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and practical need that a task might carry, only people that will actually complete the 

work know that. Additionally, unrealistic estimates and tasks assigned make team mem-

bers feel unappreciated and disengaged. It is essential for people that are up to the work 

that needs to be done for a project, to participate when planning it [7].  

2.1.3 Project failures 

 Why do projects fail? Although we have the tools and knowledge, there are still high 

percentages of challenged or failed projects reported in the studies [7]. There are many 

factors identified in the literature that might cause projects to fail, and especially when it 

comes to software development projects. Some of these have been already mentioned 

above (poor planning, project managers inefficiencies etc.) yet it is worth exploring a bit 

further the reasons that might affect the outcomes of the project, which will allow us later 

on and in the following chapters of this paper to examine whether and how recent tech-

nologies such as Business Intelligence and Artificial Intelligence concepts can help in 

order to tackle project failure root causes.  

 One of the most popular failure factors according to the experiment of Verner, 

Sampson and Cerpa has been identified to be adjustments to the delivery dates and pro-

cess development. This has been associated to poor planning from the earlier stages of 

the project, inaccurate estimations and target changes that are not reasonably justified. 

More to that, projects have been found to be grossly underestimated due to the same rea-

sons as well as inexperienced stuff supporting the project. Finally, two additional reasons 

were not proper risk assessment and control, and staff not being rewarded for long hours 

of work [12].  

 Considering the above, proper scheduling and planning should be enough to resolve 

most of the issues. In fact, proposed solutions for most of these have to do with more 

efficient and detailed planning, experienced project managers and proper reward and 

recognition process [12]. However, it is not only about scheduling. Scheduling software 

might help to set up the core elements of the project, however it is essential for anyone 

that uses it to be able to do that effectively. Some of the issues that occur during the 

project execution phase can be observed within the software tools that one uses; however, 

people are not skilled enough or trained enough on the particular software in order to spot 

them. It is crucial to provide proper training and count in the time needed to get the project 
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participants confident with the tools that they are working with. It is also fundamental to 

take proper advantage of the data, the insights, and the features these tools provide [7]. 

 A project manager is unable to quickly identify how the timelines of a certain task 

will be affected when the timeframe of another task is altered, unless this is done auto-

matically, or at least flagged. The same way, he or she would be unable to know on the 

spot if some team members work long hours, unless the hours logged appear in a centric 

dashboard, and the list goes on. These are just some implementations that BI and Al tech-

nologies are trying to introduce to the Project Managements tools and we will be discuss-

ing them on the following pages of this paper.  

2.2 Project management methodologies 

 Having discussed project management fundamentals, this chapter will explore the 

most commonly applied project management methodologies, mainly in the area of soft-

ware development projects. Just one of many definitions for “methodology” states that 

“methodology is a set of guidelines or principles that can be tailored and applied to a 

specific situation. In a project environment, these guidelines might be a list of things to 

do. A methodology could also be a specific approach, templates, forms, and even check-

lists used over the project life cycle.” [13]. 

 In an attempt to explain this a bit further, a project management methodology intro-

duces a set of standards, procedures, and specific approaches towards managing a project 

effectively and making sure that the project milestones and goals will be met whilst re-

specting timelines, roles, responsibilities, scope and budget. They provide project teams 

and managers a set of best practices and tools that allow them to establish a common 

ground of communication in the project environment [14].  

 In a sense, embracing specific methodologies when delivering a project promotes the 

values of management and ensures that through a certain degree of standardisation project 

teams and managers do not have to “re-invent the wheel”. For every time they go through 

a phase of the project lifecycle or have to deal with a particular situation, there are specific 

templates and procedures that can be followed, and predefined ways and actions that can 

be undertaken in order to carry out most common tasks and tackle frequent problems. By 

establishing such processes, project teams save time and effort, while feeling confident 

about the way they handle things within the project spectrum [14]. 
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 The specified steps and processes defined under each methodology used in order to 

achieve all of the above, should be respected by all team members and therefore good 

understanding and familiarity with the methods chosen to manage a project is crucial for 

all participants. It is however noted that the procedures implied by various project man-

agement methodologies are not written in stone: Not one project is identical to another, 

which means the any methodology used might require adjustments and combinations of 

various techniques to lead to successful completion of project goals. All chosen steps 

however should be communicated amongst the team members, to make sure that every-

one knows in what way it would be best to handle each task and situation [13]. 

2.2.1 Waterfall framework 

 Waterfall methodology is one of the oldest project management frameworks, initially 

introduced by Winston Royce in 1970. Waterfall principles originate from construction 

and hardware manufacture standard procedures at the time, due to the very structured 

methods they promoted [15]. 

 Waterfall is a straightforward framework of handling projects in software develop-

ment, aligned with the Software Development Life Cycle. It divides project stages into 

clear, well-defined phases and ensures that objectives and tasks of each phase are not to 

be found in another. On high level, waterfall phases are requirements gathering, analysis, 

implementation, verification, and acceptance. The most fundamental rules of waterfall 

methodology are that every project phase is executed in the above-mentioned order, and 

no tasks of the following phase can be initiated unless previous phase is fully completed. 

The same way a waterfall moves in one, downwards direction, projects are progressing 

in sequential way from top phase to bottom, without any iterations amongst the phases 

allowed [16]: 

 

Figure 2: Waterfall Method 
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Waterfall phases 

 At the requirements gathering stage, project participants are required to establish, un-

derstand, and agree on the functionality that the software developed will have to support. 

This stage involves discussions amongst all stakeholders in order to make sure that they 

are on the same page when it comes to what needs, both from functional and technical 

perspective, the application that will be delivered should fulfil. This approach, provides 

confidence that the items that have been agreed on will not change on a later stage, ensures 

smooth collaboration between teams as they know exactly what they will be facing and 

allows optimum resource allocation, whilst minimizing potential risks due to require-

ments changes [15]. Agreeing on the requirements is a crucial point of the project life 

cycle, as it defines the scope of the software, and sets the standards and rules against 

which the application testers and users will later examine whether the software delivers 

what it has been agreed to deliver, or not – In more rigorous words, the project success or 

failure [17]. 

 Research has proved already that requirements and objectives misconceptions are 

amongst the main causes of IT project failures. Incorrect or incomplete requirements usu-

ally lead to system defects on the following stages of the project that have a strong impact 

on the system quality, the number of change requests that come up and the stakeholder’s 

overall satisfaction. Therefore, whilst it is realistically expected to come across some is-

sues related to the requirements as the project moves forward (needs are adjusted or even 

changed, especially for large-scale projects that require a lot of time to be delivered, stake-

holders come and go within the organizations and present new opinions, etc.), one still 

needs to treat this part of the project development bearing in mind that the more accurate 

the requirements are now, the less problems will the design, development and analysis 

face later on. After all, one of the main rules of Waterfall methodology – and one of the 

main points that the framework gets criticized for – is that one cannot go back and adjust 

the requirements if that phase is closed, and the project has progressed on the following 

stages [17]. 

 Analysis and design stage, takes over the requirements defined on the previous stage 

and explains in which ways they should be delivered. It includes the business processes 

that need to be supported by the system, determines hardware and software, programming 

languages that should be used and defines the algorithms that need to be executed. The 

way that system functions and interacts with the users is thoroughly explained within this 
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stage, in a manner that business teams would understand what they will be getting and 

technical teams what they have to put together. Again, proper analysis and design are 

fundamental elements towards the project success since they provide all the needed in-

formation to developer’s team in order to correctly develop the application. Missing 

pieces of information lead to assumptions and misconceptions that then lead to systems 

delivered, not doing what they were supposed to do [18]. 

 Execution is obviously the core stage of the SDLC and waterfall framework and in-

volves the development of the software needed, as defined by the requirements and the 

analysis. At this stage, the developers are coding the application and the software is ma-

terialized. It is possibly the stage that takes most of the time amongst the other phases 

defined by the waterfall methodology and is very much based on the proper execution of 

the previous two steps: clearly defined requirements and detailed analysis to the lower 

levels, restrict queries and ensure smooth implementation [18]. 

 Once the development of the software is completed, verification is about testing and 

checking whether the software works as per the analysis provided. The testers are required 

to create scenarios similar to what the applications users would execute when trying to 

use the system in real time. Through this process, it is ensured that the system does not 

come with any flaws, and if it does, these are marked and communicated back to the 

developer’s team in order to be resolved. It is essential to highlight that a flaw on the 

system – known as “bug” in the IT slang – is only an item that does not work as per the 

analysis conducted. It is common in newly developed applications, to observe features in 

play that could be optimized if they worked differently, yet these improvements are not 

to be raised at this stage according to traditional waterfall. They only thing examined at 

this time, is that the system behaves exactly the way it was supposed to according to the 

specifications [18].  

 Last stage of the waterfall framework is acceptance and maintenance. The software is 

delivered to the client and provided that all previous steps have been properly executed, 

it should work exactly as specified. This step might involve some kind of support towards 

the client when it comes to the way the system works, through manuals, trainings, work-

shops etc. It also involves all the maintenance activities that might be required in order to 

ensure that the system does now and will continue to do in the future what it is supposed 

to do. Any proposed improvements or changes over the functionality delivered that might 
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be requested, provided that they were not included in the initial analysis and are not char-

acterized as bugs, must be treated as new requirements. If it is decided that they should 

be delivered, the flow starts again from the first stage defined in the waterfall framework 

[17]. 

Waterfall: Pros and Cons 

 Waterfall remains one of most popular frameworks when it comes to managing IT 

projects mainly because it is so easy to understand. It defines clear steps consistent with 

the process of a developing a software and ensures smooth, sequential, linear progression 

from one thing to another. The fact that iterations between stages are prohibited, allows 

multiple teams to have better ownership over what it is that they should be doing and 

provide more accurate estimates for their task’s completion [17]. Additionally, the fact 

that it has been here for decades, and it is a known process for many developers, makes 

it sometimes a favourable approach against modern, more controversial project manage-

ment frameworks [19].  

 On the hand, waterfall has been criticized greatly mostly for the same reasons it has 

gained its popularity. The fact that waterfall is so rigid and requires all the work of a stage 

to be completed in upmost detail before moving on to the next one, has led to significant 

delays, “analysis paralysis” and project failures. More to that, the fact that iterations are 

not allowed is occasionally an unrealistic approach. It is sometimes true that, the same 

way it happens in life, in projects you are unable to know exactly what you need from the 

beginning: new requirements come across and adjustments might be required because the 

initial needs have been also adjusted due to unforeseen reasons. Another point of criticism 

for waterfall, has been that testing comes in play towards the end of the project, so soft-

ware quality might not be addressed properly at this stage [19].  

 To overcome the above, waterfall practitioners have worked towards “smaller water-

falls”, meaning breaking down big projects to smaller pieces that would in a sense allow 

iterations from one part to another of the project and make adjustments easier to handle. 

They have also enhanced change management processes in order to support requirements 

additions/changes and adopted best practices when it comes to software testing [19]. 

However, regardless of how widely used the waterfall framework might be from the pro-

ject management community, more frameworks have been developed trying to tackle the 

problems their ancestor deals with, that will be discussed on the following chapters of this 

paper. 
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2.2.2 Agile Methodologies 

 As a response to the traditional approaches of software project management, attempts 

to put together more agile methods have been undertaken, with the most fundamental 

breakthrough being the “Agile Manifesto” introduction in early 2001 [20].  

 “Agile” is defined as “able to move your body quickly and easily” [21], which is very 

similar to what it stands for within the context of software development: Methods that 

serve the need to drive away for exhausting documentation and processes, establish light-

weight alternatives and be able to adjust quickly and effectively at all times of the imple-

mentation. Agile methodologies are results and performance-centric, addressing inten-

sively one of the main rules of waterfall, that the requirements are not meant to be 

changed. Agile practitioners have found this restriction practically impossible – change 

will happen no matter how much effort one puts in making sure that this will not affect 

the project plan, according to them – and therefore it is essential to identify ways to handle 

this, instead of forbidding it [20].    

Agile Manifesto 

 Agile Manifesto, is a ski gathering result of seventeen “organizational anarchists” at 

the mountains of Utah. Representatives of software development methodologies 

(SCRUM, Extreme Programming, DSDM etc.) that was developed at the time and was 

opposed to the core practices of conventional methodologies have converted, to discuss 

the future of software development [20]. At this trip, they came up with a set of values 

that represent the manifesto itself and should govern every agile software development 

practice [22]:  

“Individuals and interactions over processes and tools; 

Working software over comprehensive documentation; 

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation; 

Responding to change over following a plan. 

That is, while there is a value in the items on the right, we value the items on the 

left more.” 

 The four values mentioned above that constitute the Agile Manifesto, can be exam-

ined against the values that rule traditional approaches [23]. 

 Individuals and interactions over processes and tools: The first value emphasizes on 

the fact that traditional approaches are frequently entrapped in processes that should be 
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followed and tools that should be used in order to achieve that, rather than what the actual 

project stakeholders have to say. Agile practitioners realize that the value of customer or 

developers’ opinion is far more important, compared to the predefined steps of a process 

that might not be even relevant anymore, as the project evolves [23]. 

 Working software over comprehensive documentation: Whilst documentation re-

mains important when developing software, this value addresses the extent to which tra-

ditional practitioners have gone to, when documenting requirements and specifications. 

For the agile community, the software that is analysed and designed through the multiple 

documents is far more important and therefore preferred against extensive analysis, 

flowcharts, and diagrams – which is the reason why they would rather kick off imple-

mentations without extremely thorough documents in place [23].   

 Customer collaboration over contract negotiation: Once more, although one cannot 

ignore the importance of contracts in place – it would not be wise to undertake any sig-

nificant effort without having the commercials configured in the first place - this value 

highlights the importance of customers participation, involvement, and opinion value. 

Surely, there are many leads of what it is that needs to be developed within contracts, 

including the definition of scope and the budget, yet there are always further details that 

become apparent as the project rolls out onto the following phases, and agile movement 

points out that customers collaboration is key to avoid conflicts on that basis [23]. 

 Responding to change over following a plan: Last but not least, this value refers to 

the importance of adjusting to change, rather than obey to rigid, inflexible plans most 

likely determined when a traditional development methodology is in place. As previously 

mentioned, requirements changing is one of the main reasons leading to project failures, 

however agile practitioners are not looking to avoid this. They are trying to embrace 

change, and allow requirements adjustments within the project execution phase, since 

they are realistically inevitable. However, this should not mean that no planning is ever 

needed – the importance of planning has been thoroughly discussed within the previous 

pages of this paper; It means that plans should incorporate potential changes and adjust 

accordingly [23].    

 The values determined by the Agile Manifesto are meant to be achieved by following 

certain principles, also established by the same team of agile practitioners at the Utah 

gathering. The team came up with twelve specific rules and although there is no value in 

listing them one by one [17], they are indicative practices answering the question of 
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“What makes a development methodology and agile one?”. In short, agile development 

is [19]:  

• Incremental [19]: Regular intervals to reflect and adjust, frequently delivered work 

and constant feedback [17], 

• Cooperative [19]: Self-organizing teams working together, maintaining constant 

pace, trust and face-to-face conversation with all parties involved [17], 

• Straightforward [19]: Success and progress are measure based solely on working soft-

ware communicated and developed as simply as possible [17],   

• Adaptive [19]: Allowing changes in the requirements even at later stages of the de-

velopment, bearing in mind that client’s satisfaction is top priority at all times [22]. 

Agile Methodologies: Pros and Cons 

  Agile Methodologies are dealing with the drawbacks of traditional approaches in 

a controversial, non-linear way that is meant to incorporate flexibility and set stakeholders 

and values at the centre of action, rather than processes, tools, and heavy documentation. 

This working philosophy, is in fact one of the main advantages of Agile: Projects are 

rolling out in small iterations, breaking down bigger problems into small ones, allowing 

users to check working software throughout the project and make sure that the end prod-

uct they will receive is close to what is being currently developed [4].  

 As previously mentioned, this way quick and effective response to any changes re-

quired is achieved. Adjustments to requirements are not faced as setbacks that would 

mean the development cycle has to start all over again but are welcomed at any point of 

the implementation and allocated to one of the development iterations [4].  

 Another major benefit of agile methodologies is the fact that constant evaluation is a 

given at the end of each iteration, and therefore regular testing and integration is under-

taken. This provides confidence to both development and client’s teams, that the work 

done is functional and aligned with the requirements, while providing clear perspective 

of the overall work progress [4]. 

 Finally, agile methodologies promote teamwork and direct communication. Teams 

formed to perform each task are small in order to establish optimum communication in-

ternally but are required to discuss with the other teams involved when trying to resolve 

a problem. Avoiding rigid processes or being referenced to extensive documents to re-

trieve details not only saves time and effort, but enhances people relationships, trust, and 
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team spirit amongst the teams. Client’s receive constant feedback and are part of the de-

velopment, meaning that misunderstandings are quickly resolved, and they are able to 

contribute promptly when business issues arise within the execution phases [4].  

 On the other side, all of the above mentioned that are considered benefits, can also be 

points that would cause problems within the project cycle. The strongest point of agile, 

being flexible to change, is often considered a given and people tend to think that every-

thing can be altered at all times, no matter what the nature of the change requested is. 

Surely, this is not true as agile methodologies are also governed by specific set of rules 

and practices and although they allow changes and multiple phases of the implementation, 

those changes must have a solid basis when proposed and serve better the requirements 

needs. They must be handled responsibly and come as a result of the work evaluation [4]. 

 Further to that, the fact that many people are always involved can be very challenging, 

as they do not come from the same backgrounds, have different schedules and working 

hours – making daily meetings really hard to put in the calendars at a time that works for 

everyone - and most importantly, have different suggestions. Sometimes, complexity of 

intervals increases exponentially compared to what it was expected, just because too 

many cooks spoil the booth. Additionally, client involvement is surely beneficial under 

good circumstances, yet you are unable to manage client engagement. Frequently, parts 

of the implementations are blocked just because client is unavailable or unable to partic-

ipate as much as required [4]. 

 Lastly, small teams of highly skilled developers, planning short and very basic docu-

mentation are ideal for well-tuned teams and expert management, yet can cause project 

failures in real life. Highly skilled developers that are able to handle constantly changing 

requirements without thorough documents are hard to find, and less experienced teams 

are coping hard with the pace. Short plans following each iteration instead of long-term 

planning led to missing the high-level picture of the project progress. Managers fre-

quently find it hard to identify why the overall progress is not consistent with the progress 

of the intervals and the end day might not be achieved, or critical milestones and deliver-

ies are missed [4]. 

2.2.3 SCRUM 

 Scrum is by far the most famous agile software development method, formalized in-

itially within the mid-90s. Development is conducted in time boxed – predefined and not 
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to be extended – iterations called sprints. Through regular, specific meetings – the so-

called Scrum events or Scrum ceremonies– the team reflects, adjusts, and delivers soft-

ware piece by piece, as defined through the steps of the Scrum process [24]:  

 

Figure 3: Scrum Process 

 

 Scrum teams constitute by the product owner, the team, and the Scrum master. The 

product owner is responsible for the identification and prioritization of the product fea-

tures based on the input he/she receives from the project stakeholders. Product owner 

primal goal is to maximize ROI (Return of Investment) which in broad terms means en-

sure that through his/her actions the maximum possible value will be gained, considering 

requirements, effort and budget [24].  

Team is responsible for developing and delivering the product that the product owner 

defines: They get to choose what can be done, when, and determine the effort and the 

steps towards the features completion, based on the priorities the product owner has set. 

In Scrum, the team has quite extended autonomy and is mostly self-managing [24].  

Finally, the role of Scrum master is to make sure that the principles of Scrum are 

being respected whilst the project is developing. He/she should make sure that the product 

group understands and is being educated in the correct use of Scrum and run interference 

when the team members are facing problems related to smooth Scrum implementation 

[24].  
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 It is worth mentioning that there is no project manager in Scrum – because it is not 

needed. The team is self-managing and provided that Scrum principles are respected, 

there are multiple ways to resolve traditionally project management tasks – first being 

getting the support of Scrum master whilst trying to self-organize. Also, it is noted that 

the product owner cannot be the same individual as the Scrum master. Scrum master acts 

in respect of the team and might need to support them against the product owner in case 

he/she does not fully comply with the Scrum principles [24]. 

Scrum lifecycle 

 Scrum starts with the actions of the product owner when he/she puts together the ini-

tial vision of the product. This vision evolves eventually into a list of features that is called 

the product backlog. This list of features, is continuously improved and adjusted as the 

product cycle develops and in a sense is a prioritized list of everything that could be done 

by the team at any given time, associated to the particular product. The list consists of 

items that can be customer requirements, improvements or known defects, normally in-

terpreted to the team and the various stakeholders in the form of user stories or use cases. 

The items that should be part of the following release of the product constitute the release 

backlog and are mainly determined by the prioritization the product owner has previously 

conducted [24].  

 Before a sprint starts, a sprint planning meeting is held, normally split into two sub-

meetings, part one and two. During part one, product owner explains the most prioritized 

items and takes questions on the details of the listed features. This part of the meeting is 

mainly about gaining a better understanding on exactly what it is that product owner 

wants. During part two – through which the participation of product owner is optional, 

although he/she should be available in case they are needed for further clarifications – the 

team decides which features the will take on for the particular sprint: The product owner 

cannot request specific items to be completed during the sprint, yet the team must make 

sure they will tackle initially the items that have been prioritized by the product owner 

[24]. 

 Once the team confirms the items they are taking on for the sprint ahead, these con-

stitute a list called the Sprint backlog. This list cannot be altered as long as the sprint 

holds; No matter what the circumstances might be, the sprint should not be adjusted, and 

any additional items must wait until the following sprint. In cases where due to unforeseen 

reasons the team should not be working on the items determined in the sprint backlog 
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anymore, then the sprint should stop, and a new planning event should take place. There 

are some obvious advantages that come along with this Scrum rule: Although the frame-

work is agile and requirements can change, it is not ungoverned. The team is confident 

that the specified goals are not changing in the blink of an eye, the clients are aware of 

the timelines and the product owner is more discipline when it comes to prioritizing the 

various backlog items [24]. 

 During the sprint, daily stand-up meetings are held in order to reflect on progress. The 

meetings should be short and brief and are not intended to resolve issues. Problems reso-

lution if needed can be discussed on following meetings. The only things that the team 

members are requested to answer, is what has been done the previous day, what they are 

planning to do the current day and what problems they are facing, if any. Daily sprints 

are not monitoring meetings where the team reports to managers. It is in fact recom-

mended that the managers do not participate, so the team does not get the feeling that they 

are being monitored or micromanaged. They are opportunities to reflect again on the 

planned goals and raise awareness within the team, so everyone is up to speed on the 

overall progress. Further to the items on the sprint implementation, sometime within the 

sprint period is devoted to the refinement of product backlog, in order to be in a position 

to quickly initiate the following sprint once this latter is completed [24]. 

 At the end of the sprint – the duration of which is pre-defined and cannot be adjusted 

in case all items on the sprint backlog have not been completed - the sprint review meeting 

is held where the team presents the done work. Some core elements of this meeting are 

that it should not be just a “demo” of the work that was completed during the sprint, but 

rather a chance for the product owner to review the items and initiate a conversation with 

the team that will help later on to adapt and deliver more effectively what is needed for 

the sake of the product. Additionally, it is an opportunity to beat the drum for the defini-

tion of “done”, as all items that do not meet the “done” standards should go back to prod-

uct backlog [24].  

 Prior to the start of the new sprint, a sprint retrospective meeting is recommended. 

Retrospectives focus primarily on the refinement and the progress of the processes fol-

lowed within the sprint, rather the products. It is often neglected yet again, as Scrum is 

mainly about inspecting and adapting, valuable lessons can be learned through the cere-

mony [24].  
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For the perfect Scrum, all items that needed to be finished are done during the com-

pleted sprint and the team can right way move on with the sprint planning meeting of the 

following iteration; keeping up a sustainable pace is crucial for Scrum. However, occa-

sionally this is not the case and a release sprint for the features most recently developed 

must be held (updating documentation, deploying in prod etc.) [24].  

Scrum: Pros and Cons 

 Scrum is a powerful framework, easy to understand and clearly defined. Processes 

followed promote trust within the team, are flexible, adjustable and ensure continuous 

support for all stakeholders. It has been trusted by millions of practitioners around the 

globe and for some, worked perfectly towards the resolution of problems faced and pre-

viously mentioned as drawbacks of the traditional project management approaches [25].  

 However, critics of Scrum framework point out that Scrum can be often too idealistic, 

and one cannot expect that the teams are able to self-organize properly at all times, since 

they are consisted by professionals that are normally not experienced in planning and task 

managing. Sprints duration is often not the suitable one, items in the backlog are dropped 

and quality of product and code written is jeopardized, whilst value of adequate docu-

mentation is disregarded as all the attention is pointed towards working software. More 

to that, the increased frequency of internal meetings makes some of the team members 

feel distracted from actual work, and they often disengage from participation [25].  

 There are many solutions proposed by the research in order to resolve all the above, 

yet what is really worth mentioning is that during Scrum the above cannot be ignored – 

they are in fact, painfully observable. However, one of the main principles of Scrum – 

inspect and adapt - is in place to make sure that all these setbacks can be handled. Through 

the Scrum master support and specific Scrum tools and processes, the team improves and 

adjusts, in order to support the rules and ceremonies of Scrum properly [24]. 

2.2.4 Other Agile Frameworks 

Agile is not only about Scrum – it sets in principle the tone, the mindset and the way 

of thinking when managing and executing a project, yet there are many worth-mentioning 

methodologies developed, based on the agile values. In fact, as previously mentioned, 

some of them existed prior to the introduction of the agile manifesto – like Scrum - and 

it was their representatives that put together the first draft of the manifesto [22]. Although 

the experiment of this paper will mainly be based on the data captured when waterfall or 
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Scrum methodologies are in place, this literature review would be inefficient if we did 

not even briefly discuss some additional popular agile methodologies. 

Extreme Programming (XP) is a lightweight set of practices ideal for small or mid-

sized development teams. It intends to effectively address the risks of software develop-

ment, meaning the risk of not delivering value when implementing a project or even not 

delivering the projects at all, which then results in great costs for all stakeholders. Created 

by Kent Beck in the 90s, it has been the foundation of many agile practices [26]. XP is a 

very simple, easy to understand framework based on constant feedback and collaboration, 

to identify issues and address them rapidly, mainly associated to requirements change. It 

requires frequent and small development iterations, constant communication – mainly 

oral –effective collaboration and incremental planning for the tasks ahead [27].  

The “extreme” part on the XP, refers to the way framework addresses the principles 

that for some, would be considered common sense. For example, testing is a crucial part 

of every software development methodology: In XP, all team members should test at any 

given opportunity, including the customer. Keeping the implementation simple is im-

portant, therefore in XP it is always intended to keep the simplest form of implementation 

that covers the requested functionality and so on. XP programming takes away all the 

elements of software development that are logical and executes them to extreme levels in 

order to produce great quality product [27].  

 Lean approach originates from manufacturing. Lean principles have been applied to 

software development initially in the 00s, and mainly point out the need to eliminate waste 

and deliver value to customer. The main lean principles in manufacturing, are re-factored 

as agile rules and practices [28]:  

Minimize waste, for example do not let developers code for features not immediately 

needed or gather requirements that are not to be put in development any time soon. Pro-

mote learning, in order to optimize future results as every development cycle has a lesson 

to be learned. Make sure to perform decision making as late as possible, because this is 

when you have as much information as possible, and make sure you deliver as soon as 

possible on the items you have made decisions for. Keep all participants in the project 

engaged, as in any other case no confidence is put in the product and the work being done. 

This approach will also help to build integrity, which is fundamental for Lean: stakehold-

ers must trust the product and that the features developed are fulfilling the requirements. 

Lastly, keep trying to examine at the big picture and do not isolate the parts currently 
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developed for review. Investigate the way these would integrate with the rest of the prod-

uct, and make sure you opt for improvements against the whole [28].  

Kanban method also originates from manufacturing and appears to have many simi-

larities with Lean. For some, it is a method to implement Lean in the first place rather 

than a standalone methodology. Kanban among other agile practices, mainly aims to vis-

ualize the task’s workflow (backlog, in progress, blocked, done, etc.) and eliminate the 

work in progress – if it is not needed then do not develop. Based on these principles, it 

allows effective progress and problems review through visualization whilst supporting 

the team capacity and quality of deliverables by minimizing work in progress. Of course, 

changes in requirements are welcomed and the impact of the items adjusted is easily ob-

servable through the Kanban board [29].  

Additional agile methods worth examining in the process of exploring the agile uni-

verse are Dynamic Systems Development method (DSDM), Crystal methods, Adaptive 

Software Development (ASD), Open-Source Software Development (OSSD) and more 

[30].  

2.2.5 Which project management methodology to use? 

Having reviewed the details of waterfall, agile and further elaborated on some agile 

methodologies, the obvious question arising is which methodology should one use when 

initiating a project, specifically under the software development umbrella? Further to that 

and provided that it is decided to go agile, which is the best agile methodology to opt for? 

The answer to this question is not simple, yet it can be summed up to two words: it 

depends. There is no right or wrong approach, as all methods and frameworks have been 

initially developed to resolve the specified needs of organizations and projects. One needs 

to take into consideration the specific requirements of each project, the familiarity of the 

teams with the different approaches, the scope, timeframe, and budget of the overall work 

[2]. 

The generic rule that becomes apparent based on the details examined and the re-

search, is that in environments where the projects are extended and the requirements are 

clear, waterfall methods might be better since they provide stability and thorough docu-

mentation. On the other hand, in cases where projects are smaller, and requirements are 

vague, agile methodologies could be more beneficial due to their core flexibility. Varia-
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tions of waterfall, such as V-model can be used when the projects are big, but require-

ments are still fragile. The deliverables are validated during phases and testing is con-

ducted frequently rather at the end of the project [2].  

Same goes for choosing which agile methodology should one follow if they decide to 

handle a project in a non-traditional manner. Although different agile methods share some 

common fundamental characteristics, each of these has a differentiated set of rules and 

intends to serve a different purpose. Each of these methods is thoroughly documented and 

examined by the research community, therefore there is room for exploration from the 

stakeholders when trying to identify which is the best option to opt for at the start of each 

project [31]. 

Choosing the best method would again depend on the nature of the project, the team 

structure and experience under the belt using potential methodologies, as well as the tools 

and hands in place. One might think that a project would be best delivered using scrum, 

but in case the organization is missing a scrum master this might not be the best approach. 

Organization’s stakeholders and project experts bear the responsibility of choosing what 

is best for their needs and people [31].  

2.3 Project Management tools 

Project management as defined within the previous chapters of this paper, is about 

initiating, planning and executing a project, whilst monitoring and controlling all the pro-

ject activities towards the project closing [6]. In order to improve project management 

techniques and make sure that the related information is captured correctly, well-pre-

sented and provides value, a lot of software project management tools have been devel-

oped over the years [32].  

Some of those are open-source tools – meaning that the source code can be modified 

by the users, whilst others are closed code or proprietary, meaning that the source code 

can only be modified by the organization that created the product. For those in favor of 

proprietary software, the code is more trustworthy and the support you get when using 

the software is more reliable compared to the open-source software where the organiza-

tion might not even know who the developer is – or if he/she is getting paid – for the 

feature they developed, when it is not working properly or when extra support is needed. 
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In favor of the open software tools though, are those who point out the values of collab-

orative developments and the success stories of other open-source software solutions that 

are now days used smoothly by millions (for example, Linux operation system) [32].  

In the following paragraphs of this chapter, we will try to provide information for 

some of the most popular project management software solutions, both from the open 

source and the closed source categories.  

2.3.1 OpenProject 

OpenProject is an open-source project management software that allows efficient pro-

ject management for traditional, agile or hybrid projects. The features offered include but 

are not limited to project portfolio management, allowing users to remain on top of their 

tasks even if these are associated with multiple projects through presenting lists, hierar-

chies, reports, and dashboards. Further to that, OpenProject enables collaborative project 

planning through visualizations (Gantt charts and work packages created according to the 

processed information), as well as scheduling of automated or manual task assignment. 

When it comes to task management, it allows set up of roles, responsibilities and sends 

out notifications when needed to the stakeholders to review task progress. It incorporates 

file management system and the ability to include comments and review tasks history so 

every member of the team can remain up to speed [33]. 

In particularly for the projects handled in an agile manner, OpenProject provides spe-

cific features such us basic Kanban, backlog, story board and more sophisticated ones 

like team and version boards. It allows users to log in their time and generates time, cost, 

and budgeting reports, and further to that provides solutions on workflow customization 

in order to minimize manual work. The software integrates well with external systems – 

from syncing calendars through the email or uploading development material directly to 

GitHub, to REST APIs that allow users to manage ad hoc any plugins required. Lastly, it 

is branded as a GDPR compliant application and provides security assurance on multiple 

levels (2-Factor authentication, LDAP synchronization, data encryption etc.) [33].  

OpenProject is offered in different pricing modules, depending on how many users 

would access the application, whether it will be hosted on-premises or on the cloud, if 

premium features will be included and what kind of support (community, professional, 
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enterprise with the latter being the most premium) will be offered. The most basic pack-

age is Free including the standard community features and community level support for 

unlimited number of users [34].  

The application is quite popular and supported greatly by the community behind it – 

Which allows users while tweaking the source code in ways that would be most beneficial 

for what their organization is trying to achieve, to share knowledge and seek for advice 

amongst them. It is widely used by thousands of professionals in many industries and is 

one of the leading solutions in the landscape of software development management tools 

[33].  

2.3.2 Redmine & EasyRedmine 

Redmine is another open-source project management tool, initially released in 2006 

and developed in Ruby programming language. One of the main pros of Redmine is the 

use of “gems” which is a package manager allowing easier and standardized installation 

and distribution of the software. Redmine supports all the basic features of project man-

agement software tools that have been previously detailed for OpenProject as well, such 

as task management, Gantt charts, roles and responsibilities configuration, time logging 

and tracking, notifications, per project wiki etc [32].  

Through the installation of plugins Redmine upgrades to EasyRedmine which is a 

solution mostly proposed for enterprises. Easyredmine provides additional features, such 

us CRM and enhanced user experience through sophisticated automations and improved 

GUI (32). Every redmine version can upgrade to EasyRedmine, yet this comes with a 

particular cost [35].  

Easyredmine is a secure platform that enforces encrypted communication – although 

some security features like IP whitelisting are only available for enterprise subscription – 

and provides server solutions [35]. Lastly, it integrates well with external systems sup-

porting data import from multiple platforms (Microsoft Project and Excel, JIRA, Asana 

etc.) and plugin installation that synchronize calendars, contacts, attendance etc. Just like 

OpenProject, pricing depends on the number of features, users, hosting, and support level 

[36]. 

The fact that Redmine solution is open sourced comes with certain benefits and draw-

backs already detailed within the previous paragraphs of this chapter. The fundamental 

difference with this platform, is that the quite sophisticated plugins that bring extra value 
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to the product and make a difference compared to other solutions by upgrading to 

Easyredmine are not open sourced, meaning that they must be brought in by an external 

provider owning the intellectual property of the feature. Again, this can be accounted as 

a bad and a good thing and it really depends on the needs of the organization considering 

purchasing the product. In any case, the fact is that the existence of proprietary plugins 

means that the solution cannot be accounted as a fully customable software, where organ-

izations can interfere with 100% of the source code [32].  

2.3.3 JIRA 

JIRA is one of the most popular closed source issues and project management tools 

in the market provided by Atlassian. JIRA is branded primarily as an issue tracking sys-

tem, which differentiates it from the previously mentioned tools of which the main pur-

pose is to support the project management processes. However, JIRA also includes the 

core project management features that would allow project overview, bugs and defects 

control, tracking and progress monitoring [32]. Due to the nature of the application – 

being mostly about issues logging and resolution it is preferred in agile implementations 

and is widely used by the developer’s community [37].  

One of the main reasons that make JIRA so popular is in fact the developer’s engage-

ment in using it to report all work, rather than one more tool for tracking project progress 

– making the data processed through this application extremely valuable [37]. It therefore 

makes sense for some organizations to handle the project management parts through the 

same application, although this might mean that the enterprises will have to purchase 

additionally the related features. Just like Easyredmine, there is a quite extended library 

of additional plugins available however these are considered extras. Core JIRA only pro-

vides the fundamental functionality [32].  

Further to the above and due to the issues tracking character of the application, it 

allows service management workflow set ups, where the customers are able to directly 

raise the issues they might be facing on a particular project. These can be easily translated 

to internal epics and stories for resolution by the support teams, included in the product 

backlog of certain projects. Of course, similar workflows can be configured in other plat-

forms yet for JIRA, issues tracking and handling is one of the core provided services – 

that integrates perfectly with JIRA additional project management features [38].  
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Like all previously mentioned solutions, JIRA provides multiple purchase packages 

depending on the needs of the organization. The most affordable ones – including a free 

subscription for up to ten users – are for the solutions with core features and cloud hosting. 

Hosting in data center comes in greater prices yet allows full control over the environment 

where the solution will be deployed [38]. 

2.3.4 Asana 

Asana is a project management tool that premiered in 2008, developed by Dustin 

Moskovitz, the co-founder of Facebook. Asana’s main goal is to put collaboration and 

effective, quick communication of the team members in the center of action, using the 

platform as a single point of truth. Every single thing one might needs is supposed to be 

found in the Asana workspace, from documentation associated to tasks, to a fully func-

tioning messaging system for the team members that enables direct communication and 

aims to reduce the number of emails and meetings during the day [32].  

Asana offers a well-tuned UI that allows users to perform more complex tasks through 

drag and drop on multiple boards, set up notifications and due days using calendar visu-

alizations and navigate from one task to another through the relationships set up. It sup-

ports automation features that update on schedule certain, repetitive tasks and it integrates 

directly with tones of popular applications such as dropbox, Slack, google sheets, etc. 

[39].  

The application is popular for the ease-to-use offered through the powerful and 

friendly design it provides. Team members are able to easily spot blockers, milestones 

and progress whilst collaborating effectively on top of the same boards [39]. It supports 

a mobile app application of similar philosophy in regards to optimal user experience, alt-

hough it is a web-based application when run from desktop [32].  

Asana pricing differentiates mainly based on features provided for each package, and 

charges on a per user basis, since no on-premises options for hosting are available.  It also 

offers a free subscription for limited functionality and team members [40].  
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2.3.5 Other tools and choosing criteria 

In the previous paragraphs of this chapter, we have detailed just a few of the project 

management tools available in the market. Some additional project management applica-

tions that are open-sourced are ProjectLibre, LibrePlan, and more, whilst protectionary 

include Microsoft Project, Bitrix24, Trello, Confluence and more [32].  

Most of the applications detailed, the ones only mentioned by title, and many more 

not even included in the lists of this paper perfectly cover the fundamental needs of core 

project management processes. Most of these even go a step further and provide visuali-

zation and automation solutions, mainly based on Business Intelligence and Artificial In-

telligence practices that will be thoroughly discussed on the following chapters of this 

paper. Therefore, when it comes to identifying the most suitable tool, what are the main 

things to consider, and which is the tool that one should eventually choose [32]?  

The answer to the above question might be more complex than the following, yet it 

mainly relies on the organization needs, size, budget, and technical capacity. Most of the 

organizations that need high level support and guaranteed quality of a product, would opt 

for a proprietary solution, provided that they can afford the extra cost that might come 

along with it. However, the quality of the support can be debated as it is quite common 

to quickly find the answers that you are looking for in open-source environments as well 

[32]. 

In case the organization has the capacity to implement adjustments and requires flex-

ibility over the tool purchased, then an open-source tool would be preferable. Surely, de-

pending on the maturity of the product purchased there might instances where a problem 

has not been faced before and the organization members will have to solve it for the com-

munity. After all, this is the way open-source platforms operate [32].  

Lastly, organizations have to examine the capacity of the platform they are purchas-

ing, the hosting options and the number of users that will have to access it. Taking all 

these into account along with the cost consideration, it is almost certain that from all the 

available options in the market they would be able to identify the product that better fits 

their needs [32].  

2.4 Data Analytics and Business Intelligence 

 In this chapter the definitions, usage and common implementations of Data Analytics 

and Business Intelligence concepts, mainly in the context of businesses, will be briefly 
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addressed. Once understanding of the terms is established, practical implementations on 

project management methodologies and tools of these technologies will be discussed. 

2.4.1 Data Analytics 

The term “Data analytics” broadly stands for the process of applying algorithms on 

data to extract valuable information and insights, identify unknown patterns and detect 

relationships, disregard outliers, and generally retrieve value from data. It can use statis-

tical and programming techniques to perform complex analysis, the results of which ac-

tively affect data-driven decision-making in organizations, rather than guessing upon in-

dividual’s memory and experience as it used to, prior to the information area [41].  

Traditional data analysis methods are mostly about the process of knowledge discov-

ery in databases (KDD), which includes, yet is not limited to, the concepts of data gath-

ering, data selection, preprocessing, data mining, transform, evaluate, and present. Each 

of these concepts has been thoroughly examined by the research community and several 

techniques and algorithms have been developed to support the operations of each process. 

To provide a brief explanation of the KDD, the above operations can be grouped under 

three main categories: Input, Analysis and Output [42]. 

The “Input” element of the KDD process refers to the operations taking place right 

after the raw data are imported to any source point that will be used for the analysis. Data 

gathered from multiple sources, are selected in terms of relevance to the analysis that 

needs to be undertaken. Under the preprocessing operations, data are cleansed, filtered, 

and generally manipulated in a way that should turn them into useful input for the follow-

ing steps of the analysis, improving consistency and eliminating unnecessary volume. 

Lastly, it is possible that still multiple data formats appear in the input data pool, and 

therefore transformations to specific formats, reducing complexity and data scale to make 

data appropriate for data mining are essential [42].   

“Analysis” employs mathematical, programming and domain specific techniques to 

retrieve valuable information and knowledge from the data previous collected. From data 

problem statistical methods to machine learning and apriori or k-means – which are ex-

amples of algorithms developed mainly for the needs of complex data analysis – all op-

erations are aiming to accurate, efficient, and low cost (regarding memory and computa-

tion demands) results [42].  
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Lastly, “output” is about evaluating the results of the analysis and presenting these to 

end users. There are multiple operations supporting data mining evaluation (F-measure, 

Accuracy (ACC), confusion matrix etc.), depending on the nature of the algorithm previ-

ously used to perform the data analysis. Provided that the quality of the analysis is above 

the acceptance threshold, the analysis results must be interpreted to the users. Considering 

the profile of the audience receiving the information (experience, technical expertise, pro-

fessional and educational background etc.) the results must be easy to understand, poten-

tially summarized to provide a meaningful overview and structured in a way that will 

allow users to drill down to specific details if needed (e.g., through graphical user inter-

face) [42]:  

 

Figure 4: KKD process  

 In the context of business analytics, there are three main categories defined: Descrip-

tive, predictive, and prescriptive analytics. Descriptive analytics examine what has al-

ready happened. Data collections are analysed and present in a structured way the results 

of all analytics activities that have been undertaken in regards to a specific subject. Pre-

dictive analytics, are aiming to provide insight on the way things will play out in the 

future, based on the trends identified on everything that has already happened. Lastly, 

prescriptive analytics are about providing information on the way things should happen, 

combining techniques that use data from previous implementations as well as predictions 

of the future outcomes.  

 Having established a better understanding when it comes to data analytics in general, 

it is worth to quickly mention the impact of big data revolution on all data analysis con-

cepts. Currently, the amount of data generated, exchanged, and stored are not only mas-

sive, but also heterogenous, quite complex, not structured and overall noisy. Every digital 

device whether connected to the internet or not produces data in all forms and shapes, 
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which become day but day more challenging to handle. In the sphere of big data analytics, 

all techniques previously detailed are being re-examined and enhanced, when it comes to 

data volume, velocity, variety and more. Although big data concepts go beyond the sub-

ject of this paper, it is essential to highlight that their impact is crucial in all attempts to 

analyse data and traditional approaches might not be effective enough to provide mean-

ingful results in analysis, if not adjusted to the current data landscape [42]. 

2.4.2 Business Intelligence (BI) 

There are quite a few definitions of Business Intelligence, a relatively new term that 

is gaining more and more attention. In an attempt to provide a clear, concise explanation 

and using bits and pieces of different definitions, we refer to BI as a set of tools, practices, 

techniques and technologies that provide meaningful information to the organizations in 

order to support business decision making [43].   

This definition though, does not differ significantly from the one previously provided 

for Data analytics. Is there an actual difference between those two? Truth is, the borders 

when trying to define such concepts can be quite vague, and professionals tend to use the 

terms frivolously. However, BI is mostly about using the data analytics processes, tools, 

and results to generate meaningful insights and reports for the business stakeholders. It 

requires high level business knowledge rather than high level mathematical and statistical 

expertise which are needed skills for data analysis [44].  

There might be a common ground for these two - both trying to analyse data and 

improve decision making - yet data analytics are more sophisticated in terms of technical 

implementations, while BI requires business specific expertise and the capacity to iden-

tify which are the needed methods, tools, and visualizations to provide value to an enter-

prise. BI relies mostly on descriptive and some predictive analytics, whilst data analytics 

in general go beyond that and towards the prescriptive analysis complex concepts. On the 

other hand, BI being market and enterprise specific, requires BI professionals to be aware 

of the business landscape and data, the market and organization needs, and employ data 

analysis towards these goals rather than facing the algorithms configurations and imple-

mentations as the final goal [44].   

In a typical BI architecture, data come through from different data sources, including 

external data associated with the enterprise market as well as internal, operational data 

across the multiple departments of the organization. Data loading and standardization is 
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critical in BI implementations, bearing in mind that there might be multiple data formats 

and incremental loading as new data arrive. ETL (Extract-transform-Load) tools normally 

support these operations, that later store the data against repositories such us data ware-

houses, which are specifically configured relational DBMS. Furthermore, to incorporate 

the challenges of Big Data, engines like MapReduce are frequently used at the storage 

level [45].  

In order to expose the data to dashboards, spreadsheets, search capabilities and query 

applications that the end users are familiar with, DW servers point towards mid-tier serv-

ers, employed to adjust the data in terms of functionality for multiple BI specific imple-

mentations. Online analytics Processing (OLAP) servers used to incorporate the multidi-

mensional views of data, in memory BI engines to improve performance, reporting serv-

ers and enterprise engines for search queries and reports rendering, are often set up be-

tween the storage servers and the front-end applications [45]: 

 

Figure 5: BI common architecture 

2.4.3 Analytics in project management 

It is obvious that data in project management are not a new concept. From the begin-

ning of times, it is a certainty that every bit of work undertaken that could be defined as 

a project (having a scope, a start point and an end point), was associated with some kind 

of planning, estimation for delivery, budgeting, and resource management. In order to do 

all the above, some past reference was required, some prior experience or expertise that 

would lead people to envision the deliverables, the tasks and the milestones. This refer-

ence in simple terms, is the data that we are now trying to examine in a more structured 

way [41].  
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What has really changed from the beginning of times, is the fact that currently we do 

have the tools and the processes to thoroughly document, store and capture the data that 

are associated with a project under examination or data similar to this, resulting from 

previously undertaken projects. We also have the technology to analyze, manipulate, re-

flect, and predict on top of the data stored and captured. As an example, the project man-

agement tools we have discussed on previous chapters provide an overview of the project 

data as well as some BI solutions on top of these data already, incorporated in the same 

application solution (e.g., visuals of tasks number, completed/blocked, resources and 

logged hours etc.) [41].  

If one is looking for more sophisticated analysis on the organization’s projects, they 

can perform complex analysis using the techniques and processes previously described 

under the chapters of Data analytics and Business Intelligence. The possibilities are end-

less, bearing in mind that these methods and tools can be combined with even more com-

plicated technologies like Artificial Intelligence (Al), enabling automations and systemic 

decision-making based mainly on the results of the data analytics algorithms. In a sense, 

through these methods workflows can be optimized, processes can be automated, and 

management of projects can become a more streamlined, reliable procedure [41].  

Effective data analysis and BI solutions associated with project data, provide manag-

ers and stakeholders with clearer image of the project’s progress, enable the creation of 

informative key performance indicators (KPIs) and ensure that decision making is based 

on solid and reliable information. They allow the parties involved to always have an over-

view, whilst providing the ability to zoom in and get further details on matters under 

consideration whenever need. They are concepts becoming more and more essential in 

the current project management landscape, and it is expected that being able to work along 

with data analytics metrics will be a skill fundamental for current and future project man-

agers [41]. 

For all the reasons mentioned above, in the following chapters of this paper, we will 

try to employ some fundamental data analysis and use BI tools on top of dummy project 

data, in order to demonstrate only some of the capabilities of analytics in project manage-

ment
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3 Problem Definition 

Having established a fundamental understanding around the concepts of project man-

agement methodologies and tools, as well as data analytics and business intelligence, the 

problem that this thesis attempts to examine is how valuable a business intelligence solu-

tion would be in the project management spectrum.  

In order to do so, it is assumed that all data randomly generated as described on the 

following chapters of this document, are associated to an organization under name “X” 

and retrieved from a project management tool that project managers and project stake-

holders are using, named “Y”. Restrictions and assumptions will be further detailed be-

low. 

In particular, the problem will be accessed by developing a generic dashboard that 

would include metrics in regardσ to projects numbers, cost, benefit, complexity, com-

pany’s departments, project phase and start/end date. The data will be examined against 

three core dimensions: An overview page, region specific visuals page and department. 

Further to that, an “Extras” page has been developed in order to demonstrate some more 

intermediate functionality of the application. 

The tool that will be used in order to visualize the is Power BI desktop using the latest 

version (October 2022), a visualization product developed by Microsoft. For the genera-

tion of data needed to perform the analysis, a random data generator (https://www.mock-

aroo.com/) will be employed.  

3.1 Power BI 

Power BI is a collection of applications, services and software offered by Microsoft 

that allows users to bring in data from multiple, potentially unrelated sources and create 

meaningful reports and dashboards. It is a powerful Business Intelligence tool used from 

millions of professionals around the world in order to fulfil organisation’s needs when it 

comes to data analysis and data reporting [46].  

https://www.mockaroo.com/
https://www.mockaroo.com/
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Power BI is currently offered in three basic forms: 

• Power BI Desktop, which is a Windows application that can be downloaded and 

installed without cost in a local computer machine,  

• Power BI service, which is a web-based SaaS (Software-As-A-Service) that does 

not require installation, 

• And Power BI mobile apps, that can be installed in iOS, Android, and Windows 

devices. 

In a typical Power BI implementation, the users would create visuals and reports 

through the Power BI Desktop application and then publish them to be accessed through 

the Power BI service. Users would also be able to access the published reports and interact 

with the created visuals through the mobile applications [46].  

Essentially, Power BI Desktop is where the users responsible for creating the report 

would connect and load the data, create the data model and the proceed with the creation 

of the visuals. The collection of visuals associated with the model previously created, is 

what can be shared as a report either publicly or within the organization. Once published, 

the reports created can be accessed through the Power BI service – also called power BI 

online – mostly likely from people within the organisation that have the required access 

rights. There are ways to create reports directly from the Power BI service, however it 

would require a Subscription to a SaaS and would not incorporate all the features offered 

by the desktop application [46].  

The basic three elements of Power BI can be combined with additional features: 

Power BI report Builder, to create paginated report specifically designed in order to fit 

nicely on a page, and Power BI report Server, which is an on-premises report server to 

share the reports previously created in Power BI desktop, rather than on the Power BI 

service [46]: 
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Figure 6 Power BI core elements 

To unlock the full capacity of the applications and be able to publish reports on the 

Power BI service, handle big data volumes efficiently, incorporate more sophisticated 

visualizations and more, Power BI comes in many versions (Basic, Pro, Premium) from 

free of charge to specific licenses that must be purchased or corporate subscriptions de-

pending on individual and organization’s needs.  

Power BI includes all the functionality provided previously in Microsoft excel 

through Power Pivot, as well as Power Query and Power View, enhanced by the power 

of easily created mouse-click and drag and drop visualizations. To perform the data mod-

elling and establish tabular forms, relationships, maintain schema etc. Data modelling and 

shaping through the Power Pivot principles and using Power Query/M language is em-

ployed. To introduce calculations, formulas etc. DAX language is used. All these how-

ever, can be accessed through the same environment, in Power BI desktop workspace 

[47]:  
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Figure 7: Excel and PBI desktop engines 

 In the experiment that will be completed for this Thesis, Power BI desktop (free ver-

sion) will be used. Data will be loaded in the form of Excel, and the reports will not be 

published to Power BI service. 

3.2 Data source 

For the needs of the experiment, we have tried to locate data through multiple online 

sources that provide datasets for open data projects, such as Kaggle, DrivenData, google 

data search etc., yet no interesting dataset appeared as a result of this investigation. Some 

of the keywords tried were “project management data”, “project exports”, “project man-

agement tools data”, “JIRA data”, “project management tools exports” etc. Most of the 

results were either associated to specified project information, very limited when it comes 

to data amount samples, that were not enough to perform analysis and visualizations, or 

were mainly budget-oriented and associated to particular business sectors (such us man-

ufacturing), clearly not coming through an information system structure. As the point of 

the performed analysis is do demonstrate how data related with all aspects of project 

management processes can be used to extract valuable project-related information (not 

only budget but also project’s complexity, distribution, etc.) the located datasets were 

considered inappropriate for the purpose.  
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Furthermore, we have attempted to contact a number of companies that were either 

previous or current employers/co-workers to provide us with datasets they have been ex-

tracting through project management tools they are using. Unfortunately, this approach 

did not work out as well, since they either did not have any project management tool in 

place but kept project related information on hard copies/ excel spreadsheets, or respect-

fully declined due to data privacy issues, since Personal Data of company or company’s 

clients were included in the data extracts. The only way around this issue would be to 

sign NDAs / cleanse PII prior to submission of the data, yet time and resources restrictions 

did not allow us to progress as such.  

 Having explored the above options, we have decided to proceed with the implemen-

tation of the experiment using synthetic data. Synthetic data is information generated 

through tools and algorithms based on a set of assumptions rather than real-world infor-

mation, attempting to mimic the authentic dataset. Synthetic data are widely used for test-

ing machine learning algorithms, model validations and software/BI solutions testing 

[48].  

 Some of the main advantages of synthetic data, are also among the reasons why the 

authors of the thesis have chosen to proceed with this option for the development of the 

reports needed to support the experiment: real-life datasets are limited for performing 

tests of the solutions or regulated for data privacy / personal and sensitive information 

and cannot be shared. Through synthetic data generation, we were able to create a dataset 

sizable enough to cover the needs of the analysis and avoid including any information 

that could fall under data privacy regulations. Further to that, synthetic data are also ideal 

for testing edge scenarios that business stakeholders or developers are aware of, however 

are not to be found just yet within the provided dataset from real-life applications [48]. 

 On the contrary, synthetic data might not be good enough to cover all possible sce-

narios that can come through from the actual datasets. It is possible that once solutions 

are used against real datasets, that have been developed under synthetic data conditions, 

additional configurations might be needed due to the nature of the true dataset. The com-

plexity of the real data might be on a much higher level than then one included in the 

synthetic dataset and could result even in completely failed implementations [48].  

 Bearing in mind all of the above, we have decided to generate a dataset as simple as 

possible, in order to make sure that all data included would also be found in most project 

management tools extracts. We have also noted all assumptions made within the data 
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generation process, in order to be able to identify these points in the future, provided that 

the solution will be used against real-life datasets. This way, we should be able to either 

confirm that no further data manipulations are needed on the data modelling stage due to 

these assumptions or easily locate potential points of failure of the model, due to these 

assumptions. The tool we have used in order to generate the data is Mockaroo described 

below, and all assumptions included as part of the data generation are incorporated in the 

pseudocode detailed. 

3.3 Mockaroo 

Mockaroo is a web-based app that allows users to create mock, realistic data in order 

to test applications. As already mentioned, having performed search in the web to locate 

actual data coming through project management applications, the authors of the Thesis 

were unable to find a suitable dataset, and therefore for the needs of the experiment it has 

been decided to use an online, random data generator. Mockaroo allows users to provide 

the field names and data types of the dataset that you are looking to generate, whether any 

fields should be blank, any formula logic that they would would like to implement on top 

of the generated data, number of rows created (up to 1000 for the free version) and choose 

the format of the file generated [49]: 

 

Figure 8 Mockaroo interface 

 Mockaroo has been chosen for this exercise as it is a simple tool to use and provides 

easiness through the formula feature, to handle the data randomness if needed for the data 
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generated. Users can create a profile and save the schemas generated, easily preview and 

download the data from the buttons on the downside of the interface and choose between 

167 types of data types (from standard custom lists and row id to industry specifics like 

car models, airport names and many more).  

 For the needs of the first dashboard, a dataset of 120 rows has been created and ex-

ported in an excel format, based on the following logic (pseudocode will be used to ex-

plain the structure of the table):  

CREATE TABLE GenericDashboard_RandomDataset ( 

row_id row number, 

project_name fake Company Name, 

project_manager Custom List – possible values: James Bond, Capten Marvel, Jack Spar-

row, Baby Groot, Iron Man, Gandalf, Miranda Priestly, Carrie Bradshaw, Wonder 

Woman, Harry Potter, 

region State – only US states,  

department Department (Corporate), 

project_cost Money – between 10000 and 400000 in Euros,  

project_benefit - between 10000 and 2500000 in Euros, 

complexity Custom List – possible values: Low,Medium,High, 

status Custom List - possible values: Completed, In - Progress, On - Hold, Cancelled, 

completion% Number: if status == ‘Completed’, then 100 else random (1,100), 

phase Custom List – possible values: Phase 1 - Explore, Phase 2 - Develop,Phase 3 - Plan, 

Phase 4 - Implement, Phase 5 – Measure, 

start_date Datetime 01/07/2021 – 11/30/2022, 

end_date Datetime 30/11/2021 – 01/03/2022) 
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Figure 9 (49): Mockaroo for creating dataset of the First dashboard (Generic) 

3.4 Restrictions and assumptions 

Considering the methodology that will be applied as described above to perform the 

analysis, as well as tools/data and the procedure these will be used/the data have been 

sourced, the following items must be noted: 

• The datasets have been deliberately created for the needs of the experiment: The 

fact that the data have been created for the needs of the experiment make the im-

plementation of the solution potentially less challenging compared to a data export 

that would have been sourced directly from a project management application. 

Data cleansing. transformations, relationships set up etc. constitute a significant 

part of a BI implementation, that will not be required to that extent for this exper-

iment. The reason for that, is that the mock data as configured from the sourcing 

phase, intent to work as smoothly as possible for the design of the visualiza-

tions/reports through the Power BI platform. It is noted that under normal circum-

stances, it would be highly possible that more effort would be required for the 

initial parts of the implementation, associated to data transformation procedures 

that are not required for this analysis.  

• Single source type: The data used for the analysis are sourced from excel spread-

sheets solely. The implementation will not have to deal with multiple data sources, 
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databases and API connections, unrelated or unstructured data etc. that would re-

quire specific techniques and processes at the data sourcing and modelling phase 

of the implementation. It is noted that work related to data integration can be a 

time-consuming phase when trying to design and set up a BI solution and requires 

the adequate expertise and effort that are not applicable to this exercise.  

• Dataset size: The size of the datasets can be characterized as small although 

enough for the needs of the experiment. However, it is highlighted that due to the 

limited dataset the implementation will not be facing challenges associated to re-

source power, specific hardware requirements, computation limitations etc. 

• User Experience: The authors of this thesis are not Power BI professionals, nor 

they are Business Intelligence experts. The experiment aims to provide simplistic, 

easy to implement and understand reports and visualizations, however the overall 

result and quality of the solution could potentially be better, provided that the 

application was used at its full capacity.  

• Data Silos: The fact that the data are sourced independently and not as part of an 

export or as a connection to the data pool of a specific project management sys-

tem, limit the overall capacity of the solution. It could be challenging to imple-

ment this solution against real project data and potentially would require extensive 

manipulation before ensuring that it can be part of an integrated system in an or-

ganization. 
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4 Contribution/Experiment 

Under this chapter, the results of the experiment performed to approach the problem 

as described in the previous chapter will be presented.  

4.1 Data Upload 

The data source has been uploaded directly in the power BI desktop application as 

loaded through Mockaroo from Get Data > Excel: 

 

Figure 10: Data load in Power BI 

4.2 Data Modelling 

As previously detailed, sophisticated data modelling will not be required for this im-

plementation. All data are sourced from a single table and therefore no relationships con-

figuration is required. However, some fundamental best practices will be applied before 

the configuration of the visuals. Through the Edit Queries option: 

• Datatypes will be amended: The initial load has resulted in almost all fields being 

loaded under type text. Fields Project_cost and project_benefit should have data 
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type decimal, and start_date, end_date data type date. The correct data types will 

enable the automate calculations on the visuals dashboard if needed.  

• Exclude currency indicator from cost and benefit columns: The currency indicator 

prevents the successful altering of the datatype of the fields and therefore needs 

to be excluded from the column. In this case, all currencies are Euro, and it is not 

required to create a new column in order to capture the currency field. In any other 

case though, it would be a requirement to incorporate the currency value to make 

sure that the results would be accurate.  

• Percentage columns to appear as expected: Column completion% following the 

initial load appears as a whole number, although it is a percentage. The numbers 

of the column must be divided by 100 to reflect the actual values. 

On columns project_cost and project_benefit > right click > replace values € with 

blank will allow the amendment of the datatype without triggering an error: 

 

Figure 11: Exclude currency indicator 

It has been noted however, that when it was attempted to amend the data type for 

these columns from text to decimal number, the current power BI version did not recog-

nize the character “,” as a decimal separator, and mistakenly calculated the values to 

whole numbers, e.g., 355817,89 -> 35581789. To overcome this issue, we have replaced 

value “,” with “.” before attempting to change the data type, the same way described 

above. Data type was then correctly amended to Decimal number, by clicking on the left 

side of the columns under examination: 
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Figure 12 Amend data types in Power Query 

 Lasty, having chosen the column completion%, from the top menu and Standard > 

divide> Value is set to 100: 

 

Figure 13: Present whole values as percentage 

 The data type of the field has then been amended to Percentage. The dataset has been 

inspected for blanks, null or unrelated/unstructured values and no additional issues have 

been detected. It is noted that all the above manipulations have been completed through 

the Power Query UI, yet it would be possible to code them directly through the advanced 

editor, using Power M language. From Home > Close and apply the changes are saved 

and the system re-directs to the Power BI dashboard.  

4.3 Dashboards and visuals 

For the needs of the generic dashboard three pages have been developed, presenting 

visuals associated to projects overview, projects by region and projects by department.  
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4.3.1 Overview 

The page developed for the overview needs is presented below: 

 

Figure 14: Generic Dashboard – Page Overview 

In detail, the visuals are:  

Cards for representation of total figures: 

 

Figure 15: Generic Dashboard – Page Overview / Card total figures 

Within this area of the page, it is intended to present some core information about the 

overall number of projects undertaken from the company, as well as the total benefit and 

cost. The visual was simple to use and upon choice from the visualizations section on 

right hand side of the page (type “Card”), the only configuration made for the represen-

tation, was changing the field name for all three cards: 
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Figure 16: Example of setting/configuring card visual in Power BI 

Slicer for filtering: 

 

Figure 17: Generic Dashboard – Page Overview / Year Slicer 

 The slicer visual is mainly used for easier access to core filters on the canvas of the 

report and representation of the currently used filter. It is best used for filtering values 

that belong to a category set (lookup tables) or ranges – time, values etc and adjusts the 

values presented on the whole report or page, based on this selection. For the needs of 

this exercise, we chose the list interpretation of the slicer based on the start year of the 

project undertaken among “Between”, “Dropdown” – which in the year case would result 

in the same results the list resulted, “Less than” and “Greater than”. Among the basic 

configurations of the visual, we were able to set under the selection control menu, the 

“Select all” option as possible value on the list, instead of single select, to make sure that 

we can represent all results regardless of the year if needed: 
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Figure 18: Choosing slicer type 

 

 

Figure 19: Example of setting/configuring slicer in Power BI 
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Treemap fo project status: 

 

Figure 20: Generic Dashboard – Page Overview / Treemap for project status 

Treemap allows users to have a visual interpretation of how a specific value, in this case 

project number, is split across a category of choice, in this case project status. Based on 

the size of the rectangles formed, users can understand the relevant representation of each 

category against the total. In this specific scenario, we chose the value (number of pro-

jects) to be shown as the percentage of total, since it is a relative measure, and the actual 

number is presented on the card visual above. Some fundamental configurations made on 

the visual format, were to enable the Data labels, so percentages are also presented for 

better understanding, and adjustments on the data colours compared to the initial default 

colours Power BI sets upon creation of the visual:  

 

Figure 21: Showing a value as a total in a treemap visual  
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Figure 22: Example of setting/configuring treemap in Power BI 

Pie chart for project complexity: 

 

Figure 23 Generic Dashboard – Page Overview / Pie chart 

Another very useful visual for representing high level data in power BI is the pie chart. 

For this exercise, the values of complexity were chosen to be represented against the total 

number of projects as a percentage, similarly to the way explained above for the treemap. 

Additionally, configurations were made in regards to the colours of the visual to be con-

sistent with the rest of the report colouring, and the labelling style so category and per-

centage would be shown on the visual: 
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Figure 24: Example of Pie chart Configurations in Power BI 

Donut chart for department: 

 

Figure 25: Generic Dashboard – Page Overview / Donut Chart 

Donut chart is similar to the pie chart, representing the relationship between parts of 

a value to the total. The space in the centre can be used for labels or icons yet it was not 

necessary for this implementation. The configurations made for this representation were 

similar to the ones completed for the pie chart, showing project number as a percentage 

against each company department.  
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Table for project details: 

 

Figure 26: Generic Dashboard – Page Overview / Card total figures 

 Table visual is generally used for representation of many values related to a specific 

category, in this case project name. The visual was chosen in this case, to provide a more 

detailed set of information on project level if needed, rather than on higher level catego-

ries like status, complexity etc. that provide details for the group level. Through this rep-

resentation, users are able to review each project’s start date, end date, phase, completion, 

and status. Visual was easy to configure by choosing which values were applicable for 

the table based on the requirement specified above. It is noted that one of the basic table 

features is the option “Total” that did not have a practical implementation for this sce-

nario, however it can be used if numeric values are included in a table, and it would be 

valuable to represent how these look as a sum. Lastly, from the style grid the table view 

was also adjusted to fit better on the overall report aesthetics: 
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Figure 27: Example of table configurations visual in Power BI 

Area chart for project cost/benefit by PM: 

 

Figure 28: Generic Dashboard – Page Overview / Project benefit & Cost by Project manager 

area chart 

Area charts allow users to be presented with multiple set of values (in this example project 

cost and benefit) against a specific category (in this example project managers) and iden-

tify trends and volumes. Similarly, it could be used in representations where time series 
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appear on the X axis. In this scenario, it provides a clear image of each project managers 

participation to gains and costs of a project and allows high level comparisons. For the 

visual configurations, minor adjustments were needed to enable data labels and changing 

areas colours that have been detailed for visuals explained above.  

4.3.2 Region 

The page developed for the Region needs is presented below: 

 

Figure 29: Generic Dashboard – Page Region 

In detail, the visuals are:  

Filled map for Project number, cost, and benefit by region: 

 

Figure 30: Generic Dashboard – Page Region / Filled map 
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Filled map representation is ideal for data categorized per region and when examining 

the distribution of values across regions is useful. The visual allows multiple values, in 

this case project number, cost and benefit to be represented on top of the regions that 

appear on the data set. On mouse hover, values are presented for each region and upon 

choice on the map of a region, data for the rest of the visuals on the report canvas are 

responsively adjusted, similarly to the rest of the power bi visuals. This functionality will 

be further detailed separately on the following chapters of this paper, however it is spe-

cifically noted on this paragraph, since the map is an integrated feature of the Power BI 

platform that is however fully in line with the rest of the functionality supported by the 

application. Users can zoom in and out on the map area, to review closer the region details 

if needed. Further to the above, using the rectangle select the user can choose an area on 

the map that also works as filtering and adjusting the visual values for the rest of the 

report as well.  

The different colouring on the map for each region is configured through conditional 

formatting on the data colours, allowing the property to change under different conditions 

defined. On this example, we defined red colouring for the regions with the most projects 

undertaken that would normally require most of the attention, that fades towards green 

shadows for the regions will less projects.  

 

Figure 31: Enable controls for Filled maps and style configuration example in power BI 
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Figure 32: Conditional formatting of region colours on filled map visual 

 

Figure 33: Representation of values chosen on mouse hover on Filled map visual 

Slicer for filtering: 

 

Figure 34: Generic Dashboard – Page Region / Year Slicer 

Slicer for filtering is the exact same visual explained under the overview chapter, 

configured the same way, and set to be responsively adjusted for all report pages, e.g., if 

a filter is set on the Overview report, it is automatically set for the Region page as well.  
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Column chart for benefit and cost: 

 

Figure 35: Generic Dashboard – Page Region / Column chart 

Column charts are amongst the most popular visualizations in power BI, allowing 

users to review based on the size of each bar how values are split against categories cho-

sen on the X-axis. On this example, project cost and benefit are presented for each region, 

allowing a comparison of the two values on top on the same representation. Power BI 

supports line interpretation of values on top of the same visual, that mostly make sense 

for time series examinations that did not apply on this implementation. 

Chart configuration was quite simple upon choice of the values to be included in each 

axis and basic adjustments were made for the data colouring and labels enablement, to 

ensure easier understanding on the presented data and consistency with the rest of the 

report in regard to value colouring: 

 

Figure 36: Fundamental column and line chart configurations in Power BI 
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Stacked bar chart for project number by status and region: 

 

Figure 37: Generic Dashboard – Page Region / Stacked bar chart 

Stacked bar chart allows users to review how totals are split against a specific category 

for one or more dimensions. On this example, users are able to review the status project 

of each region through the data labels of each legend category (status) as well as the 

relative size of each stack created.  Configurations were mainly made in regards to la-

bels/colouring as described on the previous visuals of this chapter: 
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Figure 38: Stacked bar chart configuration in Power BI 

4.3.3 Department 

The page developed for the Department needs is presented below: 

 

Figure 39: Generic Dashboard – Page Department 

In detail, the visuals are: 
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Slicers for filtering: 

 

Figure 40: Generic Dashboard – Page Department / Project name, Department and Year Slicer 

All three slicers have been configured the exact same way that has been previously 

detailed for the slicer visual. On this page, it made sense for the requirement of presenting 

data on a department level, to combine more detailed filtering levels than the year, and 

include department for more specific analysis, as well as project level for the most gran-

ular level.  

Bar Chart for project cost and benefit on department: 

 

Figure 41: Generic Dashboard – Page Department / bar chart 

 Bar charts have been previously detailed on the Region chapter and the visual is used 

for the same reasons on the department tab of the report, in order to represent benefit and 

cost values in comparison, only this time for the department category. The basic config-

urations of the visual have already been detailed. 

Pie chart for project status: 

 

Figure 42: Generic Dashboard – Page Department / pie chart 
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 Pie charts have been previously detailed on the Overview chapter and the visual is 

used for the same reasons on the department tab of the report, in order to represent the 

number of projects per status, only this time against the department dimension. The basic 

configurations of the visual have already been detailed. 

100% stacked chart for Projects by department & PM: 

 

Figure 43: Generic Dashboard – Page Department / 100% stacked chart 

 100% stacked chart is used in this occasion to represent the relative participation of 

each category (in this example Project managers) against the legend value (the depart-

ment) for a particular metric, which is the project total number for the exercise. The im-

portant part that we are trying to examine, is not the number of projects each PM has 

undertaken – this can be identified from the overview tab – but the participation of the 

project managers to each departments undertaken business. Therefore, the total of each 

stacked bar is 100% regardless of the amount of the projects they have participated into 

– which is the main answer the visual provides.  

 Similarly to the rest of the visuals, the configurations were easy to implement once 

the visualization was chosen from the panel on the right hand side: 

 

Figure 44: Configuration of 100% stacked chart – Power BI example 
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4.3.4 Extras 

Having developed the major pages of the report in order to demonstrate some core 

information related to the available data, it was attempted to create two additional visual-

izations under page “Extras” of the report. The aim was to explore some advanced capa-

bilities of the application, provided that the users implementing the solution have inter-

mediate knowledge of the Power BI platform and coding languages such as Python, used 

on the following examples. The report page including the extras can be considered an 

“Under development” bit of the solution mainly for exploration of the demonstrated re-

sults and their accuracy, and is formed as below: 

 

Figure 45: Generic Dashboard – Page Extras 
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Variables Correlation: 

 

Figure 46: Variables correlation using python visuals 

To demonstrate the correlation between the multiple variables of the dataset, python 

visual was employed in order to create a correlation plot. Python visual requires upon 

choice to provide the python code needed for the visual to be created, having chosen the 

possible values that will be used. The application also shows up a border to type in the 

python script: 

 

Figure 47: Power BI Python script editor 

Users have to make sure that python is installed on the machine and that Power BI 

desktop points to the correct directory for the application settings. For the needs of the 

particular visual, some core python libraries were imported (panda and seaborn). Since 

all variables are not numeric values, the function “factorize” was also used in order to 
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encode the non-numerical objects as categorized variables. The complete configuration 

of the visual is presented below: 

 

Figure 48: Python code for correlation plot in Power BI 

The correlation coefficients (numbers in the centre of the formed squares) take values 

for -1 to 1. They indicate whether the values are strongly or weekly correlated (values 

closer to 0 indicate weak correlation with 0 indicating no correlation at all, whilst 1 and -

1 are the strongest types of correlation) and signs indicate whether the type of correlation 

is positive or negative. On a positive correlation, you should expect an increase of a value 

to increase another value strongly correlated, whilst on a negative correlation you should 

expect an increase of a value to decrease another value strongly correlated. The colours 

on the visual also demonstrate the types and the values, with lighter colors being closer 

to 0 and darker as you move towards 1 and -1 [50].  
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Project cost by department using hierarchies: 

 

Figure 49: Hierarchies enabled for Power BI visualizations 

Although the visual used for the hierarchies demonstration is a bar stacked chart that 

has already been detailed, the main difference here compared to the rest of the visualiza-

tions lies in the values choice. One of the well-known features of the application is data 

hierarchies, allowing users to interact with the visuals and drill down to the different lev-

els of the visualization just by clicking on the data point to drill. Hierarchies are sets of 

fields that allow users to categorize values in a hierarchical way, having one being parent 

to the following and every other value after that. The value “Department hierarchy” used 

on this visual, is a hierarchy created on the fields pane, by left clicking on the “Depart-

ment” initial value to create the hierarchy, and the drag and drop the following levels 

(region and project_manager on the example): 
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Figure 50: Configuration of data hierarchies – Power BI example 

 This feature allows users to explore the data located on the following level of partic-

ular data point that can be found on the higher levels. As an example, on the visual demon-

strated above, if users were looking to review the region costs for the department sales 

(regions are on the second level of the department hierarchy) they would be able to do so 

by clicking on the sales data point: 

 

Figure 51: Second level hierarchy on the stack bar chart – Power BI example 
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Further to that, if they were looking to review data costs for project managers, in 

Texas at the sales department, they would be able to do so if clicking on the “Texas” data 

point while on the second level of the hierarchy (Project managers are on the third level, 

under region and department): 

 

Figure 52: Third level hierarchy on the stack bar chart – Power BI example 

  

4.3.5 Questions answered 

The above visualizations as implemented on top of a very basic dataset related to 

Company’s X project data, allow users examining the data, not only review the overall 

results but also answer specific questions, using fundamental functionality of the appli-

cation. The visuals have been strategically split into three pages reflecting the dimensions 

needed to be examined from business stakeholders, to allow optimal control on top of the 

representations when questions associated with these dimensions (overview, region, de-

partment) need to be answered.  

As an example, assume that a user with access to the report, is looking for the projects 

number and total benefit, of completed projects started in 2021 with status “Completed”. 

By navigating to the Overview page of the report and choosing “2021” under the slicer 

option and on click on the treemap “Completed” rectangle, the report page is adjusted to 

the below view: 
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Figure 53: Overview page with visual filtering implemented 

 On click, numbers on the card visuals have been adjusted, and reflect only projects 

number, project benefit and project cost with start date within 2021 that are completed. 

Further to that, the pie chart presenting complexity, now presents the complexity of the 

completed 2021 projects. Similarly, the highlighted part of the donut chart represents 

which percentage of the completed 2021 projects is associated with the particular depart-

ment. On hover, the users are able to review a comparison between the initial percentage 

without the filters implement, against the highlighted part: 

 

Figure 54: Highlighted percentage on donut chart when visual filters are applied 
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The details table also includes solely the 2021 completed projects, and the area chart 

has been limited to project managers that have managed completed projects starting 

within 2021.  

Provided that the users would like to restrict even further the above details through 

the data of another visual, they can choose another area of the report canvas by keeping 

the ctrl button of the keyboard pressed when performing the click. As an example, assume 

that from this presentation the user would like to limit the results to 2021, completed 

projects with high complexity. Following the above steps, the report results would be then 

adjusted as below:  

 

Figure 55: Overview page with filtering implemented from two visuals 

The exact same process can be followed for additional questions on this page or the 

other page of the report. Some example questions that can be answered from the overview 

page include: 

• Which is the status of projects undertaken by project manager Captain Marvel, 

• How many projects were undertaken in 2022, 

• How many of the 2022 projects are already completed, 

• Are there any on-hold low risk projects in 2021 not completed, etc.  

Example questions that can be answered from the “Region” page include:  

• How many cancelled projects are within our top 3 regions,  

• Is the project benefit lower than the project cost in any region, 

• How does Florida perform compare to Georgia, 

• Which is the project benefit on the most south part of north America, 
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Example questions that can be answered from the “Department” page include:  

• Which project managers are involved in projects from the legal department, 

• Which is the benefit of sales projects, 

• Which project managers are involved in “In-progress” projects of the HR depart-

ment, etc.  

Example questions that can be answered from the “Extras” page include:  

• Is project cost affected by the project manager choice, 

• Is project complexity a factor that we should consider when budgeting the pro-

jects, 

• Are project benefit and project manager correlated in sales Texas department, etc.   

The list of questions can be expanded further depending on the questions each stake-

holder would like to answer. Further to that, it is noted that due to the functional capacities 

of the application, the visuals can be adjusted at any time and be further enhanced based 

on the dataset, provided that some questions are not answered using the current imple-

mentation.  
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5  Conclusion 

This paper initially intended to provide an overview of the project management theo-

ries, tools and practices that remain an emerging subject of analysis for the research com-

munity and a crucial aspect of billions of organizations across the globe. Bearing in mind 

the severity of the subject as well as the exponential evolution of the latest technologies, 

then main question we have attempted to answer is how these latest technology trends 

can be used against traditional project management processes.  

 Our approach examined particularly the subjects of Business Intelligence and Data 

analytics, considering that project data availability is not limited, and most likely project 

data are processed through formatted structures and applications. On top of these data, 

our intension was to build a simple to configure, maintain and understand Business Intel-

ligence solution through a widely used application, Power BI platform. 

In further detail, we have begun with setting up a common understanding of project 

management concepts, including details on project management methodologies espe-

cially in the software development area, and also information associated with popular 

software used for processing and managing project management data. Through this re-

view, we have been able to provide to the reader the core elements of the content that the 

experiment attempts to examine. 

When it comes to the technologies details that have been employed in order to perform 

the experiment, we have also provided a short description to establish better understand-

ing and explain some key concepts associated with these. Before analysing further, the 

problem, we attempted to examine how Business Intelligence, data analytics and Project 

Management can be associated.  

Within the problem definition, we have thoroughly detailed the Power BI application 

that is used for performing the analysis. One of the main problems we have dealt with 

whilst writing this paper, has been the fact that we were unable to locate a proper project 

management dataset in the web or from organizations using project management appli-

cations. As mentioned on the previous chapters, this inadequacy led us to the generation 
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of synthetic data in order to implement the solution. For this reason, we have also ex-

plained the process of data generation and mentioned the experiment restrictions and as-

sumptions.  

Within the contribution chapter, we have provided all the implementation steps in-

cluding the loading and modelling of the data, the visuals choice and configuration for 

each of the report pages as well as information associated with the platform employed 

that could make the usage and exploration of the reports created smoother. Towards the 

end of the chapter, we have attempted to provide the kind of questions that could easily 

be answered through the solution configured, in respect of the problem initially defined.  

 Evaluating the results of the experiment, we can state that a Business Intelligence 

solution against project management data can be considered highly valuable. The imple-

mentation has been fairly simple, and the application used is significantly friendly for the 

users, both creating the reports or using them as end users and reviewing the results. Based 

on a very simple dataset, we have been able to create some core visualizations that could 

potentially provide stakeholders with important information and enable meaningful data-

oriented decision making.  

The fact that this solution has been a simple implementation is mentioned more than 

once within the pages of this paper. It has been the authors intention to provide a fairly 

simplistic solution that does not address to experts but also practitioners, as the core ques-

tion aims to access if Business Intelligence is of any value in the project management 

area. Essentially, this means that these kinds of solutions are to be used by many stake-

holders from different backgrounds and therefore it is crucial to be easy to understand 

and maintain. To this end, we are confident that we have succeeded in creating a solution 

that although simplistic provides insights and highlights the importance of analytics and 

Business Intelligence against project management procedures.  

On the contrary, further expertise is surely not considered a drawback and would most 

likely have enabled even more accurate and detailed results, adding value to solution pro-

vided and answering more sophisticated questions. As part of this analysis, we are pro-

posing this as one point of future work area. The application capacity is much greater than 

the features demonstrated as part of this paper, and it is interesting to examine how the 

more intermediate capacity of the application can be used in order to perform further 

analysis.  
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Moreover, Power BI is just one of many applications providing ways to configure 

business intelligence solutions, meaning that there is room for exploration of the capabil-

ities of other commercial or custom-made products that aim towards similar results. An 

additional proposed future work would be to identify other Business Intelligence and an-

alytics applications, compare and contrast results and further to that identify methods and 

practices to create custom solutions that would provide more specific results.  

In respect of the most challenging part of the research, the process of locating the data 

it appears that there is also room for further work to be conducted. Some interesting areas 

for research would be analysing the available sources providing open data, identifying 

the nature of the most popular data provided and locate the gap – meaning the areas were 

less data are to be found. Further to that, for these areas additional analysis can be con-

ducted in order to identify the optimal ways to retrieve such data / generate accurate syn-

thetic data to perform experiments.  

On the same matter and as it regards this paper, it would be interesting to perform 

similar analysis on top of real-life data instead of synthetic data and compare and contrast 

results. This way, there would be a solid basis for discussions on whether there is addi-

tional effort involved in case data are extracted from real-life applications when it comes 

to the implementation and accurate evaluation of the results produced not only on the 

visualizations level (the quality of the visuals) but on the business level (are the results 

generated actually accurate and providing true value for the organizations?). 

Last but not least, it is important to mention that within this paper we have essentially 

examined a business stack (project management) against a technology stack (business 

intelligence and analytics), practically identifying two categories of interest that can be 

combined and provide additional value to the sector’s practitioners. In the future, it would 

be highly valuable to examine how these can work against different business processes / 

technologies.  

As an example, more detailed research could be conducted on the matters of how 

project management can be improved through Artificial intelligence applications, Internet 

of Things and smart devices, extended reality etc. The same way, Business Intelligence 

solutions can be researched on top of data coming through different businesses or organ-

izations divisions, such as Human Resources, Accounting etc.  

In an era where technologies are becoming more and more sophisticated, while develop-

ments are progressing rapidly and providing astonishing results, it is essential to keep up 
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and capitalize on the new capabilities. Modernizing traditional processes requires effort, 

and resistance to change is a pain point for many organizations. We are hoping that 

through this paper, we have been able to provide some key reasons why a set of processes 

like project management, which existed prior to rise and fall of different technology 

trends, should attempt to incorporate the latest features. Through the experiment con-

ducted, we have hopefully managed to support this position and with a fair share of luck, 

this paper will reach more researchers and become a tiny inspiration for further discus-

sions and more advanced solutions on this and similar subjects. 
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